Use of virtual patient populations for rescuing discontinued drug candidates and for reducing the number of patients in clinical trials.
The decreasing cost-efficiency of drug development threatens to result in a severe shortage of innovative drugs, which may seriously compromise patient healthcare. This risk underlines the urgency to change the paradigm in clinical research. Here, we examine a novel concept of conducting virtual clinical trials for efficiently screening drug candidates, and for evaluating their prospects of being brought to the market successfully. The virtual clinical trials are carried out by using virtual patients (denoted Optimata Virtual Patients -- OVPs). The OVP, a set of mathematical algorithms that describe the main pathological and physiological dynamic processes affected by the administered drug, has been shown to accurately predict docetaxel efficacy and safety in individual breast cancer patients. We report a test case in which virtual clinical trials have been conducted by using OVP populations for rescuing a discontinued oncology compound, ISIS-5132 (ISIS Pharmaceuticals Inc.). Our in silico study suggested that ISIS-5132 may be efficacious in combination with another drug, sunitinib malate (Sutent, Pfizer Inc.), for the treatment of prostate cancer. The recommended combined treatment is predicted to result in a higher five-year Progression-Free Survival than monotherapy with either drug alone.